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April 25, 2020:
1. Function: A function is the name given to a set of statements in a program. It is used
 to divide the large code in small parts so that it can become manageable. A function can
 be considered as logical entity of program which is used to perform a specific task. So 
while defining a function we need to consider the purpose for which we are going to defin
e this function. It is one of the main feature in all programming languages to make use o
f re-usability of code. Function is related to the concept of DFD. In case of C language 
when program starts then the control goes to the main function. So this main function rep
resents the whole package/program. So from the point of view of DFD, we can say that the 
main function is the 0 level DFD of our program. Now other functions that have been calle
d from within the main function can be considered as the 1 level DFD of our program. In t
his way using the concept of functions we can visualize our program in different levels o
f DFD. That is why the concept of function is extremely important in any programming lang
uage. Generally we should avoid making use of input/output statements inside a function. 
It should be done inside the main function. However if we need to write so many statement
s for input/output then we can define a separate function for that purpose.

In C language, every function is having two parts - its prototype and its body. The proto
type of a function is its signature which defines the set of input variables for the func
tion, the name of the function as well as the nature/data-type of the result to be calcul
ated by the function. So the prototype of a function can be written as follows:

        data_type function_name(data_type var1, data_type var2, data_type var3);
        
Now after defining the function we need to define its body as follows:
        
        data_type function_name(data_type var1, data_type var2, data_type var3)
        {
                statement1;
                statement2;
                ...
                ...
        }
        
Generally first of all the prototype of all functions are defined. Then the body of the m
ain function should be defined. And after this the body of other functions should be defi
ned.

        //Header Files
        ...
        ...
        //Constants
        ...
        ...
        //User defined function prototype
        ...
        ...
        //main function body
        int main()
        {
                ...
                ...
                ...
                ...
                return (0);
        }
        //User defined function body
        ...
        ...
        ...
        
Task_25.4.20.1: WAP using function to calculate the diameter, area and circumference of a
 circle.
Task_25.4.20.2: WAP using function to calculate the area and perimeter of a rectangle.
Task_25.4.20.3: WAP using function to calculate the square, cube, double and factorial of
 a number.
Task_25.4.20.4: WAP using function to display the table of a number.
Task_25.4.20.5: WAP using function to display whether a number is even/odd.

April 27, 2020:
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2. User defined header files and libraries:

        circle_project/ Folder for project
â\224\234â\224\200â\224\200 circle.c            Library file of the project
â\224\234â\224\200â\224\200 circle.h            Header file of the project
â\224\224â\224\200â\224\200 main.c                      Client/Main file of the project

        circle.h: It should contain prototype of all user defined functions
        circle.c: It should contain body of all user defined functions
        main.c: It should contain call to user defined functions

        circle.h should be included in the all .c files.

        First of compile (only compile) circle.c: gcc -c circle.c
        Then only compile main.c: gcc -c main.c
        Then link circle.o and main.o and then generate the exe file: gcc circle.o main.o
 -o circle.exe

Task_27.4.20.1: Convert all programs based on the function to the format of project using
 the concept of user defined header files and libraries.

April 30, 2020:

3. Module wise break up of a project: In this case the main folder of project contains su
b folders for different modules. Each folder of the module contains a header file and a l
ibrary file. This header file only contains prototype of the functions related to the cur
rent module. Similarly the library file contains definition of the functions related to t
he current module only. So the programmer working on a particular module has to concentra
te on the functions related to his own module only. The project manager works in the main
 folder of the project and generally that folder only contains a single .c file which inc
ludes header files of all modules as well as other system defined header files. Then at t
he time of compilation and linking of the project, the object file of each module is cons
idered.

shapes_project/                 Project Main Folder
â\224\234â\224\200â\224\200 circle_module               Circle Module Folder
â\224\202Â Â  â\224\234â\224\200â\224\200 circle.c              Library File of Circle Mo
dule
â\224\202Â Â  â\224\234â\224\200â\224\200 circle.h              Header File of Circle Mod
ule
â\224\202Â Â  â\224\224â\224\200â\224\200 circle.o              Object File of Circle Mod
ule (gcc -c circle.c)
â\224\234â\224\200â\224\200 rectangle_module    Rectangle Module Folder
â\224\202Â Â  â\224\234â\224\200â\224\200 rectangle.c           Library File of Rectangle
 Module
â\224\202Â Â  â\224\234â\224\200â\224\200 rectangle.h           Header File of Rectangle 
Module
â\224\202Â Â  â\224\224â\224\200â\224\200 rectangle.o           Object File of Rectangle 
Module (gcc -c rectangle.c)
â\224\234â\224\200â\224\200 shapes                              Executable file of the pr
oject (gcc rectangle_module/rectangle.o circle_module/circle.o shapes.o -o shapes)
â\224\234â\224\200â\224\200 shapes.c                    Main File of the Project
â\224\224â\224\200â\224\200 shapes.o                    Object File of the Project (gcc -
c shapes.c)

Command Sequence:
        Inside the folder of circle module:
        gcc -c circle.c

        Inside the folder of rectangle module:
        gcc -c rectangle.c

        Inside the main project folder:
        gcc -c shapes.c
        gcc rectangle_module/rectangle.o circle_module/circle.o shapes.o -o shapes

        To execute:
        ./shapes

4. Call by value and call by address: We can call a function in two different ways. In th
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e first way the calling function passes the value of its variable to the called function.
 The value of the variable of calling function is captured by a local variable of called 
function. So the overall effect in this case is that when we make change in the value of 
local variable of the called function then there is no effect on the value of the variabl
e of calling function whose value was passed to the called function. 

But in case of call by address the calling function passes the address of its variable to
 the called function. That address is captured by a local pointer of called function. Sin
ce the pointer is containing address of a variable which is outside the scope of called f
unction and so the changes made by the pointer of called function become effective for th
e variable of calling function. So in this case there is a concept of remote working from
 within the code of called function.

In case of array as the name of the array represents its base address and so when we pass
 an array to a function then basically we are passing the base address of the array. So i
n this case by default we are calling function by address.

In case of C language, the concept of call by address is also known as call by reference.
 However in case of C++, call by address and call by reference are two different mechanis
m to call a function.

The main benefit of the concept of call by address is that when we want to return more th
an one values from a function then it is not possible in case of call by value but it can
 be achieved with the help of concept of call by address.

5. Pointer: A pointer is a special variable which contains address of another variable. S
ince it contains an address which is an unsigned integer and so the size requirement of a
 pointer is 2 bytes no matter what is the data type of the pointer. The role of data type
 of a pointer is only in the calculation of memory location when we apply some mathematic
al operator on a pointer. 

        To define a pointer:    data_type *pointer_name;

                int x, *y; //x is a simple variable and y is a pointer.

                Here x can contain an integer like 3, 4, 12, 100 etc and y can contain ad
dress of a variable of int type.

                x=10; //Here 10 is the value of x
                y=&x; //Here y is containing address of x

                Since y is containing address of x and so now we can change the value of 
x using y. So there can be an expression which does not contain the symbol x but it will 
change the value of x:

                *y=5; //Here * is Value At operator. So this statement is not changing th
e value of y rather it is changing the value of the address which is stored in y that is 
value of x.
                

May 2, 2020:

6. Function calling by address: If any one of the argument of a function is a pointer the
n that function is being called by address. Since the name of an array is also a pointer 
(constant pointer) and so if any argument of function is array name then that function is
 also called by address. 

Suppose we want to define a function which should accept the radius of a circle and then 
return its diameter and area. So it is not possible in case of call by value because in t
hat at one time we can return only one value. However by changing the nature of the funct
ion argument and making it a pointer we can return more than one values at a time. So in 
such case there will be two types of function argument - input argument and output argume
nt. Input arguments are simple variables and output arguments are pointer variable. So in
 our case the function will have three arguments - one for radius, other for diameter and
 the last for area. The nature of radius argument will be a simple variable and the natur
e of diameter and area arguments will be pointer variable. So the prototype of the functi
on will be like below:

        void circle(float radius, float *diameter, float *area);
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        The body of this function can be written like below:
        
        void circle(float radius, float *diameter, float *area)
        {
                *diameter=2*radius;
                *area=3.14*radius*radius;
        }
        
        While writing the body of such function we should keep in the mind that the name 
of the output argument should be prefixed with * symbol so that the "Value At" operator w
ill work inside the function body.
        
        While calling such function from within the main function there is no need to def
ine a pointer. We can just make use of "Address of" operator (&) before the name of outpu
t variable while calling the function.
        
        int main()
        {
                float r, d, a;
                printf("Enter radius: ");
                scanf("%f", &r);
                circle(r, &d, &a);
                printf("Diameter is %f\n", d);
                printf("Area is %f\n", a);
                return(0);
        }
        
        Task_1_5_20.1: WAP using function call by address to calculate area and perimeter
 of a rectangle.
        Task_1_5_20.2: WAP using function call by address to check whether a number is ev
en or odd.
        Task_1_5_20.3: WAP using function call by address to check whether a number is pr
ime or not.
        Task_1_5_20.4: WAP using function call by address to calculate the sum of digits 
of a number as well as to reverse the number.
        
May 4, 2020:
=============
7. Static variable in a function: In a function when we define a variable then by default
 it becomes an automatic variable. So the definition of such variable remains valid till 
the control of the program is inside the function. As soon as the flow of control comes o
ut of the function then the definition of that variable is lost. But in case of static va
riable, the previous value of the variable is retained between different calls to the fun
ction. So this type of variable becomes useful in case of recursive function.

                void my_function()
                {
                        int my_variable;
                        my_variable=5;
                        printf("my_variable before increment: %d\n", my_variable);
                        my_variable++;
                        printf("my_variable after increment: %d\n", my_variable);
                }

                int main()
                {
                        my_function();
                        my_function();
                        return(0);
                }

                If a function contains a variable of static type then the declaration sta
tement of that variable is executed only one time when that function is called for the fi
rst time. For example in case of following function:

                void my_function2()
                {
                        static int my_variable=5; //it will run only in the first call of
 this function.
                        printf("my_variable before increment: %d\n", my_variable);
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                        my_variable++;
                        printf("my_variable after increment: %d\n", my_variable);
                }

                The statement static int my_variable=5; will be executed only one time wh
en the function will be called for the first time. From the next call of the function thi
s statement will not be executed. So from 2nd call onward the control will directly go to
 the printf statement.

                The concept of static variable can be used to keep track of how many time
s a function has been called. In case of recursion, a function calls itself again and aga
in. So if we want to stop this self calling of a function then we can make use of static 
variable inside a recursive function.

8. Recursive Function: A function is called recursive function when it calls itself. This
 concept can be used to repeat the statements of a function several times. So recursion i
s an alternative of looping concept. 

                        void hello() //Function definition
                        {
                                printf("Hello World\n");
                                hello(); //Calling itself
                        }

                        int main()
                        {
                                hello();
                                return(0);
                        }

                Here this program will never stop as function hello will keep calling its
elf again and again. So this becomes something like an infinite loop.

                        void hello() //Function definition
                        {
                                static int x=1;
                                printf("x=%d\n",x);
                                x++;
                                if(x<=5) hello(); //Calling itself
                        }

                        int main()
                        {
                                hello();
                                return(0);
                        }

Task_4_5_20_1: WAP to display the table of a number using recursive function.
Task_4_5_20_2: WAP to display all even numbers between 5 to 50 using recursive function.
Task_4_5_20_3: WAP to display first n terms of Fibonacci Series using recursive function.
Task_4_5_20_4: WAP to calculate the factorial of a number using recursive function.

May 5, 2020:
============
9. Implementation of concept of Stack and Queue using array:

        Stack: LIFO: Last In First Out: Both the addition and deletion of elements are be
ing done from only one end of the array that is the last end of the array.

                Push: It will add an element to the last of the array.
                Pop: It will delete an element from the last of the array.

        Stack Menu:
        1. Push
        2. Pop
        3. Display all elements
        4. Display top element
        5. Exit
        Enter choice#: 
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        Choice#1: Enter a number: 4
        Choice#3: Stack is: 4

        Choice#1: Enter a number: 3
        Choice#3: Stack is: 4 3

        Choice#4: Top element is 3

        Queue: FIFO: First In First Out: New element is added to the last of the queue an
d element is always deleted from the front of the queue. Every queue is having two ends -
 front and rear. Rear end is used to add a new element and front end is used to delete an
 existing element.

                Queue Menu:
                1. Add Element                                  (Add element to the end o
f the array)
                2. Delete Element                               (Delete element from the 
beginning of the array)
                3. Show all elements
                4. Show Front Element
                5. Show Rear Element
                6. Exit
                Enter Choice#:

        Choice#3: Queue is empty.
        Choice#1: Enter a number: 7
        Choice#1: Enter a number: 4
        Choice#4: Front is 7
        Choice#5: Rear is 4

May 6, 2020:
============
10. Dynamic Memory Allocation: In case of array, we need to first of all define the maxim
um size of the array. Then after taking input actual number of elements from the user we 
can implement logic to manipulate those actual number of element using that array. But in
 this case there is always wastage of memory due to difference between the total size of 
the array and the actual number of elements to be entered by the user. For example if the
 total or maximum size of the array is 1000 and the user is only interested in storing 10
0 elements then space for 900 elements will not be utilized. So to remove this problem we
 can make use of malloc function to allocate space for actual number of elements in the m
emory at the run time after taking input it from the user.

The syntax of malloc function is as follows:

        void * malloc(int total_bytes);

So this function only takes input total no. of bytes to be allocated in the memory. Then 
it returns the base address of that memory location. After fetching that memory location 
address we can typecase it as per the nature of the data to be stored in that location. I
t will depend upon the data type of the pointer in which we are going to store the memory
 address returned by the malloc function. For example:

        char *p1;
        int *p2;
        float *p3;

        p1=(char*)malloc(12); //Here we can store 12 chars 

        *(p1+0): Value of 1st char
        *(p1+1): Value of 2nd char
        ...
        ...
        ...
        *(p1+11): Value of 12th char

        p2=(int*)malloc(12); //Here we can store 6 int

        *(p2+0): Value of 1st int
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        *(p2+1): Value of 2nd int
        *(p2+2): Value of 3rd int
        *(p2+3): Value of 4th int
        *(p2+4): Value of 5th int
        *(p2+5): Value of 6th int

        p3=(float*)malloc(12); //Here we can store 3 float

        *(p3+0): Value of 1st float
        *(p3+1): Value of 2nd float
        *(p3+2): Value of 3rd float
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#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#define FINAL 500
int push(int arr[], int size, int element);
int pop(int arr[], int size);
int top_element(int arr[],int size);
void display(int arr[], int size);
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#include "stack.h"

int main()
{
    int size=0;
    int element,top,front;
    int arr[FINAL];
    int choice;
    do
        {
            printf("\nStack operation.\n");
            printf("\n1. Push.\n");
            printf("2. Pop.\n");
            printf("3. Top element.\n");
            printf("4. Display.\n");
            printf("5. Exit.\n");
            printf("\nEnter choice: ");
            scanf("%d",&choice);
            switch(choice)
            {
                case 1:
                    printf("Insert element: ");
                    scanf("%d",&element);
                    size=push(arr,size,element);
                    break;
                case 2:
                    if(size<1)
                    {
                        printf("\n\nEmpty Stack.\n");
                        break;
                    }
                    printf("\n");
                    size=pop(arr,size);
                    break;
                case 3:
                    top=top_element(arr,size);
                    if(size<1)
                    {
                        printf("\nEmpty Queue.\n");
                        break;
                    }
                    printf("\nTop Element: %d\n",top);
                    break;
                case 4:
                    printf("\n");
                    display(arr,size);
                    printf("\n");
                    break;
                case 5:
                    exit(1);
                default:
                    printf("\n\nWrong input.\n\n");
            }
        }while(choice!=5);
    return 0;
}
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#include "stack.h"

int push(int arr[], int size, int element)
{
    arr[size]=element; //Put the element at the end of the array
    size++;
    return size;
}
int pop(int arr[], int size)
{
    arr[size-1]=0;
    size--;
    return size;
}
int top_element(int arr[],int size)
{
    int top;
    top=arr[size-1];
    return top;
}
void display(int arr[], int size)
{
    int i;
    if(size==0)
    {
        printf("\nEmpty Stack.\n");
        return ;
    }
    for(i=(size-1);i>=0;i--)
       printf("%d\n",arr[i]);
}
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#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#define FINAL 500
int enqueue(int arr[], int size, int element);
int dequeue(int arr[], int size);
int rear_element(int arr[],int size);
int front_element(int arr[],int size);
void display(int arr[], int size);
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#include "queue.h"
int main()
{
    int size=0,i;
    int element,rear,front;
    int arr[FINAL];
    int choice;
    do
        {
            printf("\nQueue operation.\n");
            printf("\n1. Enqueue.\n");
            printf("2. Dequeue.\n");
            printf("3. Rear element.\n");
            printf("4. Front element.\n");
            printf("5. Display.\n");
            printf("6. Exit.\n");
            printf("\nEnter choice: ");
            scanf("%d",&choice);
            switch(choice)
            {
                case 1:
                    printf("Insert element: ");
                    scanf("%d",&element);
                    size=enqueue(arr,size,element);
                    size++;
                    break;
                case 2:
                    if(size<1)
                    {
                        printf("\n\nEmpty Queue.\n");
                        break;
                    }
                    printf("\n");
                    size--;
                    size=dequeue(arr,size);
                    printf("\n");
                    break;
                case 3:
                    rear=rear_element(arr,size);
                    if(size<1)
                    {
                        printf("\nEmpty Queue.\n");
                        break;
                    }
                    printf("\nRear Element: %d\n",rear);
                    break;
                case 4:
                    printf("\n");
                    if(size<1)
                    {
                        printf("\nEmpty Queue.\n");
                        break;
                    }
                    front=front_element(arr,size-1);
                    printf("\nFront element : %d\n",front);
                    printf("\n");
                    break;
                case 5:

                    printf("\n");
                    display(arr,size);
                    printf("\n");
                    break;
                case 6:
                    exit(1);
                default:
                    printf("\n\nWrong input.\n\n");
            }
        }while(choice!=6);
    return 0;
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}
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#include "queue.h"
int enqueue(int arr[], int size, int element)
{
    int i;
    for(i=size;i>=0;i--)
        arr[i]=arr[i-1];
        arr[0]=element;
    return size;
}
void display(int arr[], int size)
{
    int i;
    if(size==0)
    {
        printf("\nEmpty Queue.\n");
        return ;
    }
    for(i=0;i<size;i++)
       printf("%d\t",arr[i]);
}
int dequeue(int arr[], int size)
{
    return size;
}

int rear_element(int arr[],int size)
{
    int rear;
    rear=arr[0];
    return rear;
}
int front_element(int arr[],int size)
{
    int front;
    front=arr[size];
    return front;
}


